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Abstract
Organizations’ today are increasing their dependence on wireless 
networks in order to operate and maintain a cost effective and 
competitive advantage. Wireless networks offer organizations 
mobility, allowing their users to physically move about whilst 
maintaining a connection to the organization’s wireless network. 
There is also a cost saving when compared with the traditional 
installation of a wired network. However, organizations need to 
control and prevent their network and systems from being exposed 
to wireless attacks. Wireless networks can be very vulnerable to 
DoS attacks and the results can be anything from degradation 
of the wireless network to a complete loss of availability of the 
wireless network within the organization.
In this paper we record some of the most significant attacks that 
can be launched by a jammer, as well as give reference to the most 
well known works accomplished by security experts in detecting 
and preventing such scenarios. for every anti jamming system there 
should be an efficient detection mechanism accompanying it. The 
detection can be done in two levels. The first subsystem can operate 
at the PHY and use the consistency checks that we saw that work 
very well [5-6]. Then there can be a second subsystem that will 
detect possible malicious activity at the MAC layer detection of 
intelligent jammers. Additionally we can enhance the security of 
our network by implementing some of the techniques mentioned 
concerning the insertion of unpredictability at the size and timing 
of essential control packets. Moreover we can make some simple 
modifications at the MAC protocol.. Finally we can integrate to 
the system techniques in order to avoid jamming, like mobility, 
channel surfing or spread spectrum techniques.
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I. Introduction
Wireless solutions are in great demand as organisations seek to 
become more flexible and productive. Employees are increasingly 
accessing their organisation’s network from home wireless 
networks or public wireless “hotspots”.
Organizations’ today are increasing their dependence on wireless 
networks in order to operate and maintain a cost effective and 
competitive advantage. Wireless networks offer organizations 
mobility, allowing their users to physically move about whilst 
maintaining a connection to the organization’s wireless network. 
There is also a cost saving when compared with the traditional 
installation of a wired network. However, organizations need to 
control and prevent their network and systems from being exposed 
to wireless attacks.
Many organizations overlook the potential impact of a Denial of 
Service (DoS) attack against their wireless networks. Wireless 
networks can be very vulnerable to DoS attacks and the results 
can be anything from degradation of the wireless network to a 
complete loss of availability of the wireless network within the 
organization.
The IEEE 802.11 attacks are investigated in different studies by 

researchers. The most popular attack model of IEEE 802.11 is 
Jamming Attacks. Jamming is defined as a Denial of Service (DoS) 
attack that interferes with the communication between nodes. The 
objective of the adversary causing a jamming attack is to prevent 
a legitimate sender or receiver from transmitting or receiving 
packets on the network. Adversaries or malicious nodes can launch 
jamming attacks at multiple layers of the protocol suite. In the 
later section of this research, the jamming attacks are simulated on 
MANETs that result in collisions in the mobile wireless network. 
The jamming is divided into two categories as Physical and Virtual 
Jamming attacks.The physical jamming is launched by continuous 
transmissions and/or by causing packet collisions at the receiver. 
Virtual jamming occurs at the MAC layer by attacks on control 
frames or data frames in IEEE 802.11 protocol [1].
Physical or Radio jamming in a wireless medium is a simple 
but disruptive form of DoS attack. These attacks are launched 
by either a continuous emission of radio signals or by sending 
random bits onto the channel [2]. The jammers causing these 
attacks can deny complete access to the channel by monopolizing 
the wireless medium. The nodes trying to communicate have an 
unusually large carrier sensing time waiting for the channel to 
become idle. This has an adverse propagating effect as the nodes 
enter into large exponential back-off periods.
Virtual Jamming Attacks can be launched at the MAC layer 
through attacks on the RTS/CTS (Rate to Send/Clear to Send) 
frames or DATA frames [1, 3]. A significant advantage of MAC 
layer jamming is that the attacker node consumes less power in 
targeting these attacks as compared to the physical radio jamming. 
Here, we focus on DoS attacks at the MAC layer resulting in 
collision of RTS/CTS control frames or the DATA frames. In virtual 
jamming attack malicious node sent RTS packets continuously on 
the transmission with unlimited period of time. During this entire 
process malicious node effectively jam the transmission with a 
large segment of transmission on the wireless channel with small 
expenditure of power. This attack is much effective than physical 
layer jamming as this attack consume less battery power compare 
to the other physical layer jamming attack. For example node M 
is a malicious node and it starting sending a false RTS packet to 
node R with a large frame. When nodes G and H receive packet on 
wireless channel they both become blocked for a certain amount 
of time as apply for node M as shown on the fig. 1 below [4].

II. Related Work
To reduce the design complexity, the networks are usually 
differentiated by layers. Each layer is in charge of different 
functions.See fig. 1.
As the noise exists in the common channel, messages cannot be 
sent from one node to another directly. Once some part of the 
message was damaged by disturbing, a duplicate message has to 
be retransmitted, which cost a long delay and huge bandwidth will 
waste. Under the circumstances,Data Link Layer was designed to 
solve the problem by further breaking up the segments received 
from network layer into data frames (usually hundreds of bytes) 
and transmit the frames sequentially through the channel. The 
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shared nature of channel demands a necessary mechanism to 
control access to the channel. A sublayer of data link layer, the 
Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer, determines which frame 
goes next on a multi-access channel. One of the basic protocols is 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol. When a node has 
frame to send ,it has to sense the channel to see if the channel is 
idle first. If the channel is busy, the node will stay quiet and keep 
sensing the channel periodically. Once the node detects an idle 
channel, it will transmit frames with a probability of P (p belongs 
to (0-1)). This is one of the weaknesses of MAC Sublayer protocol 
which can be used by jammer to conduct deceptive jamming 
attack. If a jammer keep transmitting a valid frame, according to 
the protocol, the nodes at each end of the channel will stay quiet 
without sending any frames.
If a collision occurs, either by two nodes transmitting frames 
simultaneously or corrupting frames by jammers, the nodes will 
abruptly stop transmitting as long as the collision is detected so 
as to saving time and bandwidth. This this the famous CSMA/
CD protocol which can be widely used on Ethernet LAN but not 
suitable for wireless networks [5].
In wireless networks, what really matters is the situation of receiver 
instead of condition of the transmitter compared to wired networks. 
Before starting a transmission, a node has to decide if whether the 
receiver is idle or not. In wired networks, transmission can only 
be taken place simultaneously in channel such as twisted pair or 
coaxial, which is how CSMA/CD works properly. In wireless 
networks based on radio waves, however, multiple transmissions 
may occur at the same time.
Hidden station problem
Consider fig. 1, where node A B C is illustrated. The circle means 
the range of each node. In fig. 1, node B is in the range of C while 
C is out of the range of A.If A is communicating with B while C 
is trying to contact B at the same time, C will sense the channel 
between B and C is idle.C will send frames to B without knowing 
B is busy with A. In this situation, frames sent from C will corrupt 
the frames between A and B.

Fig. 1: Hidden Station Problem

III. Proposed System
The most trivial way of disrupting a wireless network is by 
generating a continuous high power noise in the vicinity of 
transmitting and/or receiving wireless nodes. For the rest of the 
paper, we refer to this kind of jamming as Trivial Jamming. The 
device that generates such a noise is called a Jammer and the process 
is called jamming. Jamming finds battlefield applications wherein 
a jammer can be used to disrupt enemy wireless communication. 
Cheap jammer nodes could be scattered into the enemy battlefield 
with the purpose of generating noise to bring down the enemy 
network, to disrupt sensor networks, or even command and control 

networks. It becomes very important for such jammer nodes to 
conserve as much energy as possible to ensure their longevity and 
hence effective disruption.

A. Jammer Definition
”We define jammer to be an entity who is purposefully trying to 
interfere with the physical transmission and reception of wireless 
communications”.
Before we start talking about the jamming models of PHY and 
MAC layers it is important to refer to some criteria and metrics 
that are being used in order to compare the various jamming 
attacks. The criteria that are being extendedly used in the literature 
[3] are:

Energy efficiency• 
Probability of detection• 
Level of DoS• 
Strength against physical layer techniques such as • 
FHSS,DSSS, CDMA

Energy efficiency may be the most important metric for sensor 
networks where nodes are expected to live for a long time. Of 
course in all cases a jammer wants to be energy efficient and to 
have low probability of detection in order to be stealthy. This 
can be achieved by maintaining consistency with MAC layer 
behaviors.
The efficiency of a jammer must be related with the ability of the 
wireless device to transmit or receive data. In all works that have 
to deal with jammers there are two main metrics that are being 
used. The metrics details given below.

1. Packet Send Ratio (PSR)
Lets suppose that the MAC layer of a node has n packets to send 
out. For any reasons just m (n≤m) of these are eventually being 
sent while the others are lost eg dropped from the MAC layer 
queue. Then PSR is being defined as:

It is an easily computed measure and in some way it can measure 
the effectiveness of the jammer at the transmitter.
Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR):Let’s suppose that the transmitter 
sent out m packets eventually and we suppose that the receiver 
received all of those m packets. From these m packets only q 
packets were eventually successfully delivered to the destination 
node, meaning that they passed the CRC check. Then we define 
PDR with the following formula - if m=0 then PDR=0.

In contrast with PSR, PDR is ”measuring” the effectiveness of 
the jammer at the receiver.
Jamming-to-Signal Ratio:Traditionally jamming strength referring 
to PHY jamming mostly - is being measured by the jamming-to-
signal ratio as it is given from the following formula [9-10]:

where Pj : jammer power, Pt: transmitter power, Gjr: antenna gain 
from jammer to receiver, Gtr: antenna gain from transmitter to 
receiver, Grj : antenna gain from receiver to jammer, Grt: antenna 
gain from receiver to transmitter, Rtr: distance from transmitter to 
receiver, Rjr: distance from jammer to receiver, Lr: communication 
signal loss, Lj : jamming signal loss, Br: communications receiver 
bandwidth and Bj : jamming transmitter bandwidth. Obviously high 
jamming-to-signal ratio leads to a successful jamming model
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B. Types of Jammers

1. Constant Jammer
Continually send random and meaningless signal to the channel 
disregarding the MAC protocols.

2. Deceptive Jammer
Continually injects valid packets which mean a valid packet header 
with a useless payload or even no payload to the channel with no 
gap between packets.

3. Random Jammer
Alternate between jamming and sleeping mode. In brief, the 
jammer performs constant jammer or deceptive jammer for a 
random period then shut down the jammer for another random 
period of time. The benefit of this jammer is saving energy which 
is especially important in a war.

4. Reactive Jammer
Stay quiet till there is activity on the channel then devastate the 
reception. Its target aims at the receiver. Reactive Jammer spent 
more energy on sensing the channel then corrupted transmitting 
signal using only a minimum amount of power which brings more 
imperceptibility.
The PHY of IEEE 802.11 or Bluetooth makes them an easy target 
for DoS. These PHY layers don’t support error correction. This 
has as a result even if a jammer sends as less bits as it cans in 
order to corrupt one bit, the whole packet will not pass the CRC 
check as there is no error correction scheme. The reason for this 
is that wireless systems had been designed in order to be resilient 
to non-malicious interference and to noise. But as we can see a 
jammer can use efficiently low power in order to jam a whole 
communication. 

(i). Intelligent Jamming Models
Intelligent jamming aims at exploiting upper layers protocols’ 
vulnerabilities in order to achieve three advantages over the naive 
models described earlier. These three goals are: 

Maximize jamming gain,• 
targeted jamming and • 
reduced probability of detection• 

(a). Layers of Intelligent Jamming Model
Encryption is a common technique used by most networks • 
in order to protect the transmitted date from being sniffed. 
Brown et al. A layered jamming model that can work very 
well even with encrypted wireless networks. The encryption 
offers just a bit-level protection of the data.
Every layer offers some services to the upper layer and each • 
layer has two different modules. The sensing module and the 
jamming module.
Starting from the lower layer Link/Physical layer we can say • 
that this is the layer that interacts straight through with the 
wireless medium. 
The sensing module senses the channel and every time that • 
detects a packet it makes some measurements. More specific 
it measures the packet size and the packet start time. 
The jamming module of this layer sends out the jamming • 
signals when an upper layer requests it.
The Transport/Network layer gets data from the Link/Physical • 
layer and offers services to the Application layer. 
The sensing module gets data from its peer of the link/physical • 

layer concerning the measurements that the latter took about 
the size packet and the timing of the packet. Then using a 
statistical algorithm that we will present later it decides the 
type of the packet. So the goal of the sensing module at 
transport/network layer is to classify the packets.
The jamming module orders the jamming module of link/• 
physical layer to attack a specific target at the greatest possible 
jamming gain and the least possible detection probability.
The Application layer finally, works on a higher level. The • 
sensing module senses HTTP sessions etc and targets specific 
nodes. The jamming module then defines when jamming 
should take place and who should be jammed.

(ii). Intrusion Detection Schemes
DOMINO stands for Detection Of greedy behavior inthe MAC 
layer in IEEE 802.11. Networks. The name implies that it only 
deals with greedy legitimate users, but the truth is that it can 
be deployed in order to detect also adversaries that use similar 
techniques as those described earlier [15]. The great advantage 
of this system is that it doesn’t require any modification on the 
existing infrastructure. The system is implemented only at the 
Access Point (AP) and can detect various types of attacks.
DOMINO consists of three different modules. The first module 
is responsible for the collection of traffic traces in monitoring 
periods with predefined length. These traces work as input to 
the second module which consists in various tests - the current 
version of DOMINO supports six such tests - each of which 
try to detect a particular attack. Each one of these tests consists 
of two components. The Deviation Estimation Algorithm 
which determines the deviation from the expected model and 
the Anomaly Detection Component which uses the previously 
estimated deviation in order to decide if the station in consideration 
is well behaved or not. The third and final module of DOMINO 
is the Decision Making Component, which aggregates all the 
results derived from the previous tests and decides if the station 
is an intruder. The Decision Making Component is also divided 
into the Aggregation Component and the Behavior Classification 
Component. The Aggregation Component can use several functions 
for aggregating the results of the tests. It can be a simple OR like 
the implementation of DOMINO - that is available now - or a  
more complicated function with weights that correspond to our 
trust at every test. Some test might be more trustful than others 
and so we assign to them more a larger weight. Then the Behavior 
Classification Component finally decides using a simple threshold 
or any other probabilistic technique like Baysian inference about 
the classification of the node into consideration.

(a). A Wireless Distributed ID
The basic concept is that a node on itself cannot decide if the 
degradation of the performance is due to network failure or 
due to a jamming attack. Therefore, in order to take a correct 
decision about this all the nodes need to cooperate. Every node 
in the network monitors the ongoing traffic and creates a list of 
evidences, which are the events that take place on the wireless 
medium of the network. Such events include the number of packets 
send, the idle periods, the number of corrupted packets (failed CRC 
check ) etc. When every node has created its own list, nodes share 
these lists and try to match events. This combination leads to a 
better understanding of what happens in the network and more 
specific it can distinguish between jamming attacks and a channel 
failures. Those two network states have the same basic signature, 
but they differ on their position in the event list.
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The drawback of this method is that in order to work nodes need 
to exchange their event lists. If a node is being jammed he/she 
will not be able to exchange these data on real-time (during the 
attack period), but the evidence will be shared in later time. This 
has as a result that this scheme cannot actually be employed for 
real time detection

(b). Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks Intrusion Detection
Wireless Ad-Hoc networks as we mentioned earlier are more 
vulnerable in attacks, due to their lack of infrastructure. Open 
medium, dynamic topological changes, limited bandwidth, 
distributed cooperation and constrained energy resources are 
some of the characteristics that make MANETs more vulnerable. 
Recently there has been an increased interest in wireless MANET 
intrusion detection. It describes a distributed IDS for MANETs, 
where an IDS agent operates at each mobile node of the network. 
In there is extension of the previously mentioned distributed IDS, 
which tries to enhance the security on the AODV routing protocol. 
A local IDS is proposed in [10]. This system is based on mobile 
agents using SNMP protocol to collect data that exist at MIBs. This 
method can offer several advantages, like the fact that collecting 
information is of negligible cost for an agent running SNMP or 
the fact that mobile agents can reach remote nodes. In [8] there 
is a Support Vector Machine based IDS being proposed. The 
SVM data mining technique is a very powerful technique used 
for classification when we have unseen events. In this work the 
SVM is being used in order to classify the traffic that is being 
collected as normal or abnormal.

(iii). Intrusion Prevention Schemes

(a). Channel Surfing
This technique has been inspired in some way from the frequency 
hopping technique.  Unlike frequency hopping that takes place 
at the PHY layer, channel surfing takes place at the MAC layer 
[6]. When a node detects that it is jammed it can switch channel 
and send a beacon message at the new channels frequency band. 
Its non-jammed neighbors will feel the absence of this node and 
will change channel in a try to see if their neighbors have sent 
beacon at this channel. If not then they assume that the node 
just moved away. Conversely, if they sense a beacon they will 
inform the rest of the network at the initial channel to change 
channel. There are two possible approaches. At the first approach 
the whole network will eventually change channel while in the 
second approach only the boundary nodes of the jam region will 
change channel and they will be used as relays for the rest of the 
network and the jammed area.

(b). Spatial Retreats
 By the words in spatial retreats we want to describe an anti-
jamming technique that tries to take advantage of the mobility of 
the nodes. In brief we can say that when a node detects that it is 
being jammed, it firstly escapes from the jammed area and then 
tries to stay connected with the rest network in order to avoid the 
partition of the network reconstruction phase [6] More specifically, 
when a node senses that it is being jammed, it starts moving 
out of the jammed region and simultaneously runs the detection 
algorithm. When it detects that it has moved away the jamming 
area, it tries to stay connected with its previous neighbors. In order 
to do so it keeps moving at the boundary of the jammed area. If 
the node was continuously moving away the jammed area then 
this could lead to a partition of the network.

(c). PHY Layer Anti-Jamming Techniques:
All previous antijamming techniques involve with one way or the 
other theMAC layer or higher layers. We will now present some 
anti-jamming techniques that are focused totally on PHY.
Another anti-jamming technique that can be used is directional 
antennas. By this way we target at reducing the antenna gain 
from the jammer to the receiver [2]. The goal can be reached by 
the use of directional antennas, sectored antennas, or any other 
type of smart antennas which focuses the beams power directly 
to the receiver.
Apart from these naive or unrealistic solutions there are PHY layer 
techniques that have been proposed in order to avoid jamming. 
The most well known one is the use of Spread Spectrum. This 
is a technique in which a signal is transmitted on a bandwidth 
considerably larger than the frequency content of the original 
information. Spread-spectrum telecommunications is a signal 
structuring technique that employs direct sequence, frequency 
hopping or a hybrid of these, which can be used for multiple access 
and/or multiple functions. This technique decreases the potential 
interference to other receivers while achieving privacy.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper for every anti jamming system there should be an 
efficient detection mechanism accompanying it. The detection 
can be done in two levels. The first subsystem can operate at 
the PHY and use the consistency checks that we saw that work 
very well [5-6]. Then there can be a second subsystem that will 
detect possible malicious activity at the MAC layer detection of 
intelligent jammers. Additionally we can enhance the security of 
our network by implementing some of the techniques mentioned 
concerning the insertion of unpredictability at the size and timing 
of essential control packets. Moreover we can make some simple 
modifications at the MAC protocol. Finally we can integrate to 
the system techniques in order to avoid jamming, like mobility, 
channel surfing or spread spectrum techniques.
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